
 

 
 

Write Your Bio 
A bio is a short introduction that tells the reader what YOU can do for THEM. Essentially it’s a 
pitch.  Most students won’t read more than 4-5 sentences in a bio and they likely don’t care too 
much about your extensive credentials.  What they do want to know is how you will make them 
feel and what they will learn from you. 
 
This is a great formula for writing your first bio, or simply giving you food for thought as you 
create your ‘pitch’. 
 
Your bio should answer the following:  

● What is your approach to yoga compelling?  
● What will the client learn or receive?  
● How will you make them feel?  
● Why should they trust you? 

[YOUR NAME]     is a sought-after yoga teacher known for [HER/HIS ] 

[ADJECTIVE]       approach and        [ADJECTIVE]    perspective on  

[TOPIC/EXPERTISE] .      [YOUR NAME]    is known for her/his  

[SKILL] [TALENT] and  [TRAIT]  .  Clients who attend [HER/HIS ]  

classes and workshops receive        [RELEVANT NOUN]       leave feeling  

[EMOTION]        .  [YOUR NAME] honed HER/HIS skills through 

[RELEVANT EXPERIENCE]  and _[RELEVANT TRAINING]___ and 

continues to practice and teach in [YOUR HOMETOWN]. To catch one of 

[YOUR NAME]’s upcoming classes or workshops visit   [YOUR 

WEBSITE]. 
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EXAMPLE: 

Jane Yogi is a sought-after yoga teacher known for her compassionate approach and 

spiritual perspective on physical movement.  Jane is known for her concise and 

illuminating cues, emotive sequencing style, and disarming demeanor. Clients who attend 

her classes and workshops receive deep understanding of their own physical practice and 

leave feeling more connected to their higher being. Jane honed her teaching skills over 8 

years of teaching and advanced studies in both  Vinyasa Yoga and Transcendental 

Meditation, and continues to practice and teach in New York, NY.  To catch of one 

Jane’s upcoming classes or workshops visit janedoesyoga.com  

 

BUILD YOUR OWN: 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 


